INTRODUCTION
In our previous publications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] we discussed the manifestations of a new original effect appeared at crossing of the metal foils by fission fragments. We have observed a significant mass deficit in the total mass M s of the fission fragments detected in coincidence with ions knocked out from the foil. It has been shown that at the large angles of scattering of the knocked -out ions from the foil, predominantly conventional elastic Rutherford scattering takes place. As the result, M s corresponds to the mean mass of the mother system after emission of fission neutrons (no missing mass). In contrast, in near frontal impacts fission fragment misses essential part of its mass.
The effect observed could be expected if the scattered fragment looks like a di-nuclear system, being destroyed due to inelastic scattering on a Ti nucleus. A mean flight time between the Cf source and the foil does not exceed 0.1 ns. It can be regarded as a low limit for the life time of the di-nuclear system (shape isomer).
More detailed information concerning the effect under study was obtained in our recent experiment that we discuss below.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The experiment was performed at the beam of the thermal neutrons of the reactor IBR-2 (LNF, JINR, Dubna, Russia), using the COMETA-R spectrometer. The layout of the experiment is shown in fig. 1 . Two
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In our previous publications we discussed the manifestations of a new original effect appeared at crossing of the metal foils by fission fragments. We have observed significant mass deficit in the total mass M s of the fission fragments detected in coincidence with ions knocked out from the foil. In the light of the results obtained, a fission fragment is supposed to be born in the shape isomer state that looks like di-nuclear system consisting of the magic core and lighter cluster. New information concerning the effect under study was obtained in our recent experiment to be discussed in this paper. 
DISCUSSION
New data for the 235 U(n th , f) reaction ( fig. 2 ) obtained recently confirm the effect revealed earlier for 252 Cf(sf) (fig. 4 ) using the spectrometer similar to that shown in fig. 1 . In the latter experiment, the target was replaced with the 252 Cf source and Ti foil, 2.2 µm thick, as the extra absorber on it.
In both cases, the FF loses part of its mass while passing through a metal foil. However, a specific "fine structure" is seen in the mass spectrum of the knocked out Ti ions in fig. 2a (box 6) . The points from the box 6 lie along the line 3 satisfying the relation M M M const. + + = This can be explained as follows. If the mass of the knocked out ion becomes smaller than a nominal mass of Ti, and this difference is transmitted to the fission fragment scattered in the foil, one would observe the correlation that we noted. In other words, likely, a few-nucleon transfer reaction takes place, and the transfer occurs in both directions, namely from the Ti ion and to the Ti ion. The correlation under discussion is seen for the fixed missing mass if one means nominal mass of Ti ion. For larger missing masses the knocked out ion conserves its mass (line 4) or loses four units of mass (line 5). The latter could correspond to the transfer of an alpha particle.
Parameters of the events from the box 7 ( fig. 2a) are presented in Table. The masses of the clusters involved in each prescission configuration (second column) differ from the experimental ones not more than by one mass unit. Likely, the decaying system in the scission point consists of two magic clusters. One of them (symbol of a corresponding nuclide is shown in bold), initially being very deformed, undergoes further clusterization and transforms into a di-nuclear system consisting of two magic clusters. The energy of one of the fragments in each event is very low. In our previous experiments, such values were below the threshold of the detecting system. We have improved the method by using the fast flash-ADC and special procedure of off-line processing of the detector signals [6] . It should be stressed that the law of momentum conservation is not met in all three events. It means that inelastic scattering in the foil is a cause of the FF brake-up.
Another demonstration of the same brake-up effect is presented in fig. 3 . Horizontal line starts from the point corresponding to the detection of two 94 Kr clusters ( fig. 3a) and stretches to the point corresponding to the conventional binary fission of 236 U*. Similar scenario but for the pair of 108 Mo clusters happens in 252 Cf(sf) ( fig. 3b) . Possible physics behind this process is illustrated in fig. 5 for the mode involving 108 Mo clusters. Presumably, the prescission configuration looks like a chain consisting of two side magic 108 Mo clusters and the neck in between, equal to the 36 Si nucleus by its nucleon composition. Ruptures appear to occur along all the neck. The dinuclear system consisting of the 108 Mo cluster and part of the neck undergoes a brake-up while passing through the foil. The horizontal line 3 in fig. 3b displays the events of detection of 108 Mo cluster just in the spectrometer arm faced to the foil. Thus, a dinuclear system keeps a specific memory concerning its initial composition up to the moment of passing the foil.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of an improved method based on the fast flash-ADC and off-line processing of the digital image of each signal from the detectors allowed us:
1. To confirm the effect of the specific brake-up of fission fragments in the metal foil observed in our experiments earlier; 2. To observe for the first time a few-nucleon transfer between a fission fragment and nucleus in the metal foil during the process of inelastic scattering; 5 . Illustration of the scenario of ternary brake-up of the nuclear configuration based on a pair of identic magic clusters. The di-nuclear system consisting of a magic 108 Mo cluster (2) and some part of the neck undergoes a brake-up while passing the foil. As a result, a 108 Mo cluster becomes free and is detected in the spectrometer arm faced to the foil (target backing). 1 -36 Si (missed after passing the foil); 2 -108 Mo; 3 -rupture; 4 -light FF; 5 -heavy FF.
